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Abstract- Industrialization growth boosts rapid 

urbanization and consumerism in many parts of the 

world. To fuel the industrial world, natural 

resources are continuously extracted for 

manufacturing and production of products and 

services. Indonesia, with the linear economy 

(extract, produce, distribute, buy, consume, and 

dispose) consumerism pattern has become the 

second-largest plastic waste contributor. Indonesia 

needs a new business model that can bring business 

to move toward sustainability. Product service 

system (PSS) concept can be an alternative solution 

for companies who wish to innovate and move 

toward sustainability. An innovative business 

strategy sells a mix of products and services that 

fulfill a specific customer’s need with higher added 

value and a smaller environmental impact. Type of 

PSS are a product with extra services, renting, 

leasing, sharing, and pay per value. Indonesia has 

familiar with renting and leasing business model. 

From the study founded that there has been a 

development in renting and sharing business model 

in Indonesia for the last five years. From occasional 

needs to essential daily needs can be rented. PSS 

businesses offer renting cars, house, furniture, 

clothes, toys, books, camping gears, and cameras 

are the research object. Meanwhile, the business 

model canvas is a strategic management tool 

developed by Osterwalder in 2010 consist of nine 

building blocks that describe the logical system of 

how a company, create and deliver values. The 

study founded the key characteristics that make 

PSS business models different than traditional 

business models are high market engagement, 

product life optimization, societal value, and long 

transactional relation between companies and 

customers. 

 
Keywords- Business model canvas, Product Service 

System, Indonesia PSS 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Industrialization growth boosts rapid urbanization 

and consumerism in many parts of the world. To fuel 
the industrial world, 

 
natural resources are continuously extracted for 

manufacturing and production of products and services. 

The global use of materials has almost tripled from 

26.7 billion tones in 1970 to 84.4 billion tones in 2015 

for the last 40 of years and is expected to double again 

to between 170 and 184 billion tones by 2050.  
Aside from material extraction, industrialization and 
urbanization also increase CO2 emission. This 

continuous extraction and emission have exhaust our  
natural environment. Moreover, consumerism pattern 

of the linear economy: extract-buy-use-dispose has 

packed the landfills and polluted the ocean (Forum, 

2018). The effect of exhausted natural that everyone 

can feel is the inconsistent and unpredictable weather 

and dying marines’ lives. 
 

A. Business Model 
 

The business model term first appeared in an 

academic article in 1957 (Bellman et al.,1957). The 

term became more and more popular since the 1990s, 

when the world wide web catalyzed the spread of the 

business model concept (Afuah, 2003; Afuah and 

Tucci, 2000; Osterwalder, 2004 cited in Nenonen & 

Storbacka, 2009). The Innovator’s Dilemma book by 

Clayton Christensen in 1997 described the power of 

disruption why market leaders are often failing to face 

the market and technological change and how small 

companies disrupt them. Within this disruptive and 

competitive market context company’s business model 

expires faster than ever before and a company should 

innovate continuously, and this has 
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brought the business model to be associated with 
strategic management and innovation (Osterwalder, 
2004). Moreover, a company  
Table 1. 1 Business model definition over the years 

may have more than one business model (Osterwalder 
& Pigneur, 2010). 

 

No. Author   Definition     Variable in definition   

            Creating value Value Making a   Company 

             delivery profit Logical system 

1 Amit & Zott (2001) Description   the X   X 

 cited in Qastarin, content, structure,     

 (2015)    and  governance of  a     

     company, as  to  create     

     value through  the     

     exploration of business     

     opportunities.        

2 Margretta (2002) The stories that explain    X 

 cited in Qastarin, how enterprises work     

 (2015)               

3 Afuah (2003)  A framework explains X  X X 

     firm activities, their     

     performance   in     

     providing value for     

     customers, and about     

     how the firm making     

     money.         

4 Shafer; Smith and a representation of  a    X 

 Linder (2005) cited firm’s underlying core     

 in Barquet, 2011 logic.          

5 Osterwalder (2005) The  rationale of  how X X X X 

     an   organization     

     creates,  delivers, and     

     captures value       

6 Kagermann (2008) It narrates how a X X X  

     company creates value     

     to the customer, deliver     

     the value to  the     

     customer in the form of     

     product or service, and     

     make  a  profit  out  of     

     the value         

7 Zott and Amit The business model    X 

 (2001)  cited in generally described     

 Nenonen  & how a company does its     

 Storbacka, (2009) business  activities     

     from interacting with     

     his supplier, customers,     

     and partners        

8 Baden-Fuller (2010) A method to gain   X  

     profit and business     

     learning system.       

9 Elbers (2010) cited The  company’s X X   

 in Barquet, 2011 strategic choices to     

     create delivers  and     

     captures value from     

     their network value.     

            
10. Kaplan (2012)  The story of  the X X X  

     company’s   value     

     creation,   value     

     delivery, and value     

     capture.         

11. Luoma (2014)  A business model gives   X X 

     a better  understanding     

     of how a business     

     function and creates     

     profit          
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From table 1.1, It can be concluded that many 

definitions about the business model revolve 

around the company’s logical system on how to 

create value, deliver it, and make a profit out of it. 

All stakeholders involved in a business process 

need to understand the business model. 

 

B. Business model canvas  
As the market competition increases, the 

business model needs to be renewed consistently. A 

tool to map the business model was constructed by 

Osterwalder in 2004. The initial premise of making 

the canvas is on how to make the business model 

more tangible by adopting the design thinking 

process. Design thinking is a nonlinear and iterative 

process. The five-stage process is empathy, 

problem definition, edit, prototype, and test 

(Kelley, 2001). By adopting the design thinking 

process, Osterwalder constructed the business 

model canvas. Business model canvas is a strategic 

management tool to describe, analyze, and to 

design a business model (Osterwalder A. a., 2010). 

The term canvas is adapted to bring a sense of 

filling the business model canvas is the same 

process as an artist paints on a blank canvas. Like a 

painting that can be enjoyed by everyone, the 

vision is for business model canvas could become a 

tool that can be shared and discussed by every 

stakeholder involved in the business process. 

 

The canvas developed by Osterwalder in 2004 

comprises of four pillars that covers the four main 

areas of business: customer, offer, infrastructure, 

and financial. The four pillars are broken down into 

nine building blocks:  
1. Customer Segments:  

 The different segments of customer that the company 

aims to reach and serve. The segments may 

 

 

be big or small, that are divided based 

on their common needs, behavior, or 

other attributes. A company has to 

make a strategic decision about which 

segments to serve and which one to 

ignore. Mass, niche, segmented, and 

diversified market are an example of 

customer segments that the company 

can choose. Once it is decided, a 

company can carefully design definite 

value for specific customer needs.  
2. Value proposition: Product or 

services created to provide specific 

customer segments' needs; It is the 

reason why a customer goes to one 

company over the other. The value 

proposition may be new and 

innovative or offering the same  
solution with additional features and 

attributes like to  
offer a new design, customization, 

cheaper price, adding new 

functionality and convenience 

feature, elevating the status, and 

image.  
3. Channels:Communication,  

distribution, and sales touchpoints 

that need to be built by a company in 

order to  
communicate, reach, and address the 

value proposition to  
thecustomersegments.  
Channels provide several functions: 

to give the customer the knowledge 

about the  
company’s products and services; to 

evaluate the company’s value 

proposition; to transport a value 

proposition to customers; to provide 

after 
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sales customer assistance.  
Channels can be direct or  
indirect and with own infrastructure 

or outsourced.  
4. Customer relationship: How the 

company builds relationships with its 

each specific customer segment, can 

be in person to automated such as 

personal assistance, co-create, 

building community, or automated 

customer support.  
5. Revenue streams: How the company 

makes earnings from each customer 

segment. (Cost subtracted from 

revenue to get earnings). Each 

revenue can have a different pricing 

strategy: a fixed or dynamic pricing 

strategy. There are several ways to 

make a revenue stream: selling an 

asset, usage  
fee,subscriptionfee,  
lending/renting/leasing fee, 

advertising, and licensing.  
6. Key resources: Assets that are needed 

to deliver the value proposition, build 

channels, maintain a relationship with 

customer segments, and earn revenue. 

Key resources can both tangible like 

property, machine, material, human, 

financial, and intangible like an 

intellectual. The company can retain it 

or outsourced from key partners.  
7. Key activities: Things that a company 

must conduct to make the business 

model possible. The activities rest on 

the business model type. The 

activities can be categorized into four 

main categories: production, problem-

solving, and platform & network 

 
development. For example, for a 

software company, the key activities 

are developing and  
producing software, troubleshooting 

activities, and selling activities.  
8. to A company needs to ally to 

maximize its business models, reduce 

risk, and acquire  
resources outside their capabilities. 

There are four types of partnerships: 

strategic  
unionsbetweennon-  
competitors,competition  
(strategic union between 

competitors), a joint venture to 

establish new businesses, buyer-

supplier relationships to guarantee 

consistent supplies.  
9. Cost structure: all cost incurred to run 

the business model. Creating and 

delivering value, keeping customer 

relationships, and generating revenue 

all comes with a cost. After defining 

the value proposition, key resources, 

key activities, and key partnerships, 

the cost can be calculated. 
 

There are four epicenters for business model 
development Osterwalder  
& Pigneur (2010, pp. 138-139). Resource-driven 

innovation changes in a business model that comes 

from the company’s existing infrastructure or 

partnership to expand or transform. The second one 

is offer-driven innovation creates new value 

products or services that affect other business 

model elements. The third one is customer-driven 

innovation changes come from customer needs, 

giving more access and convenience to the 

customer. Financial-driven innovation changes that 

come from new revenue generations, pricing 

strategy, and reducing cost. Multiple-epicenter 

driven innovations change coming from multiple 

epicenters. 
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C. Product Service System (PSS)  
These days, manufacturers can no longer 

strive by making and selling high-quality products 

alone (Visnjic et al., 2017, cited in Evans, 2018). In 

most markets, products become ever more similar, 

leaving limited room for product variation (Tukker, 

2015). As saturation of product market has 

increased, service offers great potential to gain new 

revenue streams and increase competitive 

advantage (Forkmann et al., 2017, Cusumano et al., 

2015, Wise and Baumgartner, 1999). Therefore, 

there is an increase in several manufacturing firms 

transforming their business model from traditional 

product-based model to product service system 

business model, where a company sells in the 

integration of product and service instead of the 

product alone (Goedkoop et al., 1999 cited in  
Evans, 2018). Furthermore, research about business 

models also has evolved from product-oriented to 

the adoption of service and become product service 

system business models. Several qualitative studies 

confirmed that adapting to the product service 

system open up a new competitive advantage for 

the company like enhancing value chain position 

and increasing customer satisfaction (Tukker, 2004, 

Ulaga and Reinartz, 2011, Durugbo, 2013, Barquet 

et al., 2013, , 2004, Visnjic Kastalli et al., 2013, 

Tucker, 2015 cited in Weking, Brosig, Böhm, & 

and Hein, 2018).  
 

According to Tukker (2004), PSS business 

models fulfill customer needs in an integrated and 

customized way; this will build unique 

relationships with the customers, enhancing 

customer loyalty, a company can also innovate 

faster since they are better in catering their 

customer needs. These will allow companies to 

gain more added value and competitiveness among 

its competitor.  
 

Below in table 1 described PSS definition that 
has been introduced since the 1990s, mostly the 

authors are in Europe, North-South America, and 
Asia 

 

From table 2.2 over the years, the definition of the 

PSS has gone beyond from the integration of 

product and services to fulfill customer needs with 

a smaller environmental impact to key partnerships 

among multistakeholder for optimizing product 

utilization and resource  
efficiency through sharing and collaborating and 
the product services mix solution can have a social 
impact. 
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Table 1. 2 PSS definition over the years 

 

       Variable in Definition   

N Author Definition 

Produc Produ Increasi Positive Multistakehol Networks of Societ 

t and ct life ng impact on der infrastructu al 

o.    Service ; each custome the Partnerships re value 

    System  r environme    

    ic  Added nt    

    Solutio  value     

    n       

1. Goedko Company or        

 op et al. group of X  X     

 (1999) companies        

   offer a set of        

   product and        

   services that        

   are joined        

   together as        

   one solution        

   to cater the        

   user’s need. It        

   can be a        

   product with        

   additional        

   service or the        

   other way        

   around        

2. Manzini A business        

 et al. innovation X  X X    

 (2001) strategy        

   offers a mix        

   of products        

   and services        

   to fulfill        

   customer’s        

   needs and        

   wants with        

   higher added        

   value and a        

   smaller        

   environmenta        

   l.        

3. Mont  Products, X  X X  X  

 (2002) services,        

   supporting         
networks, and 

infrastructure 

are jointly 

together as  
one system to 

satisfy 

customer’s 

need with  
lower 

environmenta 

l impact as 

added value.  
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4. Tucker A mix of X X  

 (2004) tangible    

   products and    

   intangible    

   services    

   designed to    

   fulfill specific    

   customer    

   needs    

5. Morelli PSS is value  X X 

 (2006) created by    

   several    

   partners    

   joined up    

   together to    

   achieve    

   certain goals,    

   solving a    

   problem, and    

   expecting the    

   same result in    

   the future.    

6. Baines A market X X  

 et al. proposition    

 (2007) that breaks    

   the traditional    

   sales by    

   integrating    

   the product    

   with    

   additional    

   services. PSS    

   emphasizes    

   sales of use    

   rather than    

   sales of the    

   product.    

7 Neeely Value in use X X  

 (2008) delivery    

   through    

   integration of    

   product and    

   service.    

8 Gang  Product and X X  

 and Chu service mix    

 (2012) designed to    

   fulfill    

   customer    

   needs, and    

   the mix can    

   be varied    

   according to    

   the    

   customer’s    

   context.    

9 Boehm An integrated X X  

 and  mix of    

 Thomas products and    

 (2013) services aim    

   to fulfill the     
customer’s 

need and 

creating 

value.  
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10 Ram et A marketable X  X X   

 al.  mix of       

 (2015) products and       

   services that       

   are capable of       

   fulfilling       

   customer       

   needs       

   economically       

   and       

   sustainably.       

11 Vezzoli A value X X X X X X 

 et al. proposition       

 (2015) mix of       

   products and       

   services is       

   designed to       

   deliver a unit       

   of satisfaction       

   through       

   innovative       

   interactions       

   between       

   value       

   production       

   providers       

   who always       

   seek solutions       

   that have       

   economic,       

   environmenta       

   l, and socio-       

   ethical       

   balance.       

12 Annarell A business X  X X  X 

. i  et al. model       

 (2016) concentrates       

   on the        
delivery of a 

set value 

proposition of 

products and  
services, 

designed to 

be 

economically,  
socially, and 

environmenta 

lly 

sustainable  
with the final 

aim to fulfill 

customer’s 

needs.  
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D. The Eight Type PSS  

Various categories of PSS have been proposed (, 

Behrend et al., 2003; Brezet et al., 2001; Zaring et al., 
2001, cited in Tucker,  

Table 2. 3 Eight Type of PSS 

 
2004). There are three main categories of PSS and each 
has different types of PSS: 

 

No.  PSS Category  Types of PSS 

1. Product Oriented PSS:  Product-related  services regarding  the  maintenance,  consumable 

 Selling   a   product   with   additional supply service, buyback agreement when a product reaches its end of 

 services. The provider transfer life. 

 ownership  to  the  customer.  Customer Advice and consultancy on how to use the product efficiently 
 responsible for the maintenance and the  

 disposal of the products   

2. Use oriented PSS:   Leasing: a customer pays a regular fee for using the products. He has 

 Selling product’s function.The unlimited access to the products. 

 provider  stays  in  ownership,  and  the Renting & Sharing: a customer also pays a regular fee for using the 

 product  is  made  available  by  sharing products, but he has limited access and can use the products for a 

 with several customers.  The provider shorter period than leasing. 

 is responsible for all the maintenance Product  pooling:  a  customer  pays  a  regular  fee  for  using  the 

 and the disposal.   products,  but  there  is  an  instantaneous  use  of  products.  The 

     difference product pooling with sharing is that the products will be 

     used at the same time by more users. 

3 Result oriented PSS: Customer buys Activity management/outsourcing: Companies outsource his part 

 the result only from the provider. The activities to a third party. 

 provider  stays  in  ownership  and  is Pay per service unit: the customer buys only the output of the 

 responsible for all the maintenance and product according to his level of usage. 

 the disposal.   Functional results: the provider agrees 

     With  the  customer  to  deliver  a  result,  in  an  abstract  term.  For 

     instance, companies who promise farmers a maximum harvest loss 

     rather than selling pesticides  
Source: adapted from Tucker (2004)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. 1 Eight Type PSS and Their Level of Innovation 

Source: adapted from Tucker (2004)  
Tucker (2004) proposed that from the three PSS 

categories, companies can easily adapt the product-

oriented PSS since it is the least radical one. A 

manufacturing company with incremental innovation 

can easily move toward product-oriented PSS. 

Meanwhile, the use-oriented PSS have a higher risk for 

a company to adapt since the customer need to agree to 

certain conditions before using the products and the 

users give more effort to gain the product’s use. For 

example, in car 

 
sharing; He has to walk to the car-sharing station 

before using the car and only can use the car at a 

certain time. The barrier for result-oriented PSS is 

because the customer is only going to get the intangible 

value. Therefore, an agreement on the good 

performance criteria between customer and provide 

becomes very important. To move toward use and 

result oriented PSS, a company needs to use a radical 

innovation approach. Switching to pure PSS can 

become a challenge for 
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customers. Therefore, PSS should have an 
environmental and economic benefit (Mont 2004 cited 
in Priyono, 2017). T53 

 

Neely (2008), adding two types of PSS after 
analyzing empirical data from 10.028 firms from 25 
different countries:  

• Integration-oriented PSS result: Companies 
add service outside the  

product by going vertically downstream, for 
example, financial  

advisory, technical consulting services, retail 
and distribution, logistics and property 
services.  

• Service-oriented PSS: Companies add 

service to the product itself, for example, 

maintenance, and operational consultancy. 

 

Nelly (2008) suggested that firm size and 

local economic conditions influence the strategy to add 

service. Larger manufacture firms measure who has 

many employee and revenue tend to add service to 

more than smaller firms. Highly developed countries 

have high service adoption than in industrializing 

economies (e.g. US versus China).  
Of the three types of PSS: product, function or 

result oriented, the result-oriented can yield the real 

contribution to resource-efficiency and circularity. The 

product-oriented only boost people to buy more 

products, and user-oriented could prompt careless 

customer behavior since he does not own and does not 

have to do any maintenance. The careless behavior can 

lead to more harm to the environment (T, S Baines, H 

W Lightfoot, S Evans, A Neely, R Greenough, J 

Peppard, R Roy, E Shehab, 2007 cited in Miying Yang, 

2019)  
PSS business model ontology made up of four 

constructs (Ceschin, 2014): 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2. 2 PSS Buinsess Model Ontology 
Developed from Osterwalder (2010) and Ceschin 

(2014) 
 

 

II. METHOD 
 
The research is a descriptive study explaining the three 

types PSS business canvas model through reviewing all 

relevant research publications regarding PSS and 

business model. The literature review is through online 

searching databases like ScienceDirect, research gates, 

emerald, and journal cleaner production. They are well-

recognized as a comprehensive database of scientific 

research. It yielded ten scientific papers coming from 

product design, industrial engineering, Industrial 

Engineering and Management, and management. 

 

III. RESULT 

 

The descriptions of three types of PSS business model 

are filled through reviewing study case with the 

business model canvas and PSS literature. 

 

Product-oriented PSS :  
Manzini (2001) described Kluber as a 

product-oriented PSS example. A company recognized 

as one of the leading lubricant producers for machines 

and components in many industries based in Germany. 

Kluber has moved its business model from selling 

lubricants only into selling the lubricants with 

additional services. A moveable chemical laboratory 

van is specially designed to provide the services for 

analyzing the effectiveness of the lubricants and their 

environmental impact. Customers perceived the added 

value of the service. The additional 
 
services free them from the burden of monitoring and 

troubleshooting that may add more cost. From figure 

3.1 below, the product-oriented PSS’s business model 

canvas starts from choosing a customer segment who 

wants to own the products. Once it is defined, the 

channel needs to be established to build a relationship 

with the customer. The value proposition that makes  
product-oriented PSS different than traditional business 

models is the product offered with extra services to 

optimize product utilization, and the company still  

 

responsible for the product disposal. The 

value proposition affect companies' key 

activities, key resources, and key partners. 

While the extra services may add cost to the 

overall input process, they can generate extra 

revenue for the company. Through service, 

company and customer build a long 

relationship. Klubber can monitor their oil 

performance and understand all product-

related issues on the field. 
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Figure 3. 1 Product-Oriented Buinsess Model Canvas  

Developed from Osterwalder (2010) and Barquet (2011) 

 

Rent the runway (RTR) is an example 

of function-oriented PSS, a company based in New 

York since 2009 providing clothing rental service 

through subscription services. There are two plans 

offered by RTR: the updates in which customers can 

rent four clothes/ month, exchange new pieces each 

month with free shipping and insurance. The second 

plan is RTR unlimited in which customer can access a 

constantly rotating wardrobe; the customer can decide 

when to rent and return the clothes. RTR offers a 

solution for women who want new clothes 

 

constantly without having to worry over capacity 

wardrobe problems (Ellen Mckinney, 2016).  
From Figure 3.2 below the function-oriented PSS 

business canvas model also starts in the customer 

segment building blocks. The customer segment is 

people who have a limited budget and does not want to 

own the products, but need the functional aspect of it. 

Customer and company are in agreement under a 

contract that can range from months to years. The 

channel should cater two ways communication 

between customer and 
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company. The value proposition offered is function, 

various options and access. Customers are free from 

maintenance and storage issues. Key activities are not 

about product manufacture but managing how products 

can be available according to the agreement. Human is 

important in business, as he needs to explain why 

selling function is more beneficial than buying the 

product. Instead of buying one type of product, by 

renting customers can get different product  

 
options. Many costs are shifted to company, 

operational, and maintenance cost is at the company’s 

expenses. Revenue stream comes from renting, 

subscription plan. Rent the runway offer solution for 

women who wished to have different looks every day 

without having a full wardrobe problem. With the same 

amount of money, a consumer can get access to various 

clothing instead of buying  
one outfit. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3. 2 Function-Oriented Buinsess Model Canvas  
Developed from Osterwalder (2010) and Barquet (2011) 

 

Manzini (2001) proposed Allegrini S.P.A. as 

the example of result-oriented PSS. A producer of 

detergents and cosmetics based in Italy. The detergents 

are made from natural ingredients. Since 1998, the 

company has adopted PSS business models named 

CASA-Quick, home delivery detergents distribution. A 

moving van distributes the detergents from house to 

house. Customers may take the detergents via reusable 

plastic container in the amount and quality preferred 

and paying for the given quantity. This approach has 

reduced packaging cost. The customer sees comfort as 

the added value since the products 

 

distribute directly to the customer’s home, and 
packaging waste is reduced.  

From figure 3.3 below, the result-oriented 

PSS targeting consumers who only want the results. 

They do not need the product but the value of it. The 

relationship between consumer and company need to 

very clearly state, the channels must provide two-way 

communication between consumer and company. The 

company must have access to end-user. Value 

proposition is the end result, and customer is free from 

maintenance, and all additional supply to make the 

product function. Key activities, key resources, and 
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key partners are focusing on how to deliver the end 

result to the customer. Company must calculate all cost 

throughout all the product lifecycle. The revenue come 
from the unit of  

 
value. CASA-Quick offers detergent as end result 

through home delivery, so packaging waste is reduced. 

The customer only pays the amount they needed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. 3 Result-Oriented Buinsess Model Canvas  
Developed from Osterwalder (2010) and Barquet (2011) 

 

 

Benefits for adopting PSS business models are: the 

services increase revenue generation, from the first 

product installment until the product reaches its end of 

life. Through the service, the sales will continue to 

recur in cycles and reduce the volatility of cash flow. 

The customer tends to less sensitive to price-based 

competition, since the service is tailored, especially 

according to their needs, this will enhance customer 

loyalty. The service may add product differentiation 

and its competitiveness. The service becomes a barrier 

entry, making competitors harder to penetrate. Aside 

from service can enhance customer’s satisfaction and 

loyalty, by decoupling ownership through product-

service combinations, potential environmental benefits 

can be gained. (Cohen et al., 2006; Potts, 1998; 

Slack,2005, Malleret, 2006, Gebauer and Friedli, 2005, 

Correa et al., 2007, Vezzoli, 2007 cited in Ceschin, 

2014). Although there are many benefits for adopting 

PSS business models Saara Kujalaa (2010) 

 
suggested that PSS business model should analyze the 
maturity of customers individually instead of at the unit 
level. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

From the business canvas model of the three 
PSS types, several key points that make PSS business 
model unique can be drawn. 

 

A. Customer segments  
Identifying needs and wants from customer 

segments are key in PSS business model. The business 

has to be precise in targeting customer who wants to 

own products, use the products regularly or only want 

the end results. Once the customer segment is defined, 

all the other building blocks (the purple blocks) are 

changed as well. 

 

B. Customer relationship and channel create high 
market engagement 
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Since PSS business models need to know the 

customer. The customer relation and channel must be 

well planned to create high market engagement and 

facilitates two way of communication, especially for 

the function and result-oriented PSS. Business owners 

really need to engage the customer and through 

channel, ask the customer which rental plan and results 

in a value that suits their needs. 

 

C. Key partners are multi-stakeholder to optimize 
product life  
PSS business model does not have to responsible 

for all stages of the product lifecycle. But they have to 

partner with the right stakeholder to optimize the 

product life and to make sure their product is disposed 

safely and are not harming the environment. 

 

D. Societal Value  
PSS can become a solution for low-income 

communities who have the low initial capital. Through 
renting, sharing a platform, and pay per unit. Customer 

can access the products with a payment system that fits 

their capacity. 

 

D. Long transactional relation between companies and 
customer  
Since PSS has democratic value, and consumers 

need to access the product continuously. This will 

create a long economic relation between consumer and 
company. 
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